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Bilateral ventral visual systemHow are Chinese characters recognized and represented in the brain of skilled readers? Functional MRI
fast adaptation technique was used to address this question. We found that neural adaptation effects
were limited to identical characters in bilateral ventral visual system while no activation reduction
was observed for partially overlapping characters regardless of the spatial location of the shared sub-
character components, suggesting highly selective neuronal tuning to whole characters. The consistent
neural proﬁle across the entire ventral visual cortex indicates that Chinese characters are represented
as mutually distinctive wholes rather than combinations of sub-character components, which presents
a salient contrast to the left-lateralized, simple-to-complex neural representations of alphabetic words.
Our ﬁndings thus revealed the cultural modulation effect on both local neuronal activity patterns and
functional anatomical regions associated with written symbol recognition. Moreover, the cross-language
discrepancy in written symbol recognition mechanism might stem from the language-speciﬁc early-stage
learning experience.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).1. Introduction
Reading is a unique, high-level cognitive functionality of human
brain that is fundamental to skill acquisition and individual devel-
opment. A critical stage in the reading process is the effective rec-
ognition of written symbols, which, at the neural level, involves the
fast and accurate conversion from the raw physical light signal on
the retina to the coherent, abstract neural representation in the
brain. In alphabetic languages, visual word recognition is achieved
by detecting the individual word form constituents and progres-
sively assembling them into more complex and integrated entities
(Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, & Vinckier,
2005; but see Price and Devlin, 2011), as reﬂected in the poster-
ior–anterior spatial gradient of neuronal selectivity to increasingly
complex word fragments, i.e. single letters, bigrams, trigrams, and
eventually whole words, in the left ventral visual cortex (Cohen,
Dehaene, Vinckier, Jobert, & Montavont, 2008; Dehaene et al.,
2004a; Dehaene et al., 2004b; Glezer, Jiang, & Riesenhuber, 2009;Vinckier et al., 2007). However, logographic Chinese characters
are characterized by compact visual structure and high spatial ﬂex-
ibility, which presents a salient contrast to the linear, left–right
spatial conﬁguration of alphabetic words (Chen & Kao, 2002). Typ-
ically, Chinese characters are composed of multiple strokes or rad-
icals (sub-character components) packing into a complex spatial
pattern in which they may appear in different locations and vary
in shape and orientation with respect to the others, raising the pos-
sibility that neural coding of Chinese characters fundamentally dif-
fers from the hierarchical, simple-to-complex coding of alphabetic
words.
There is no conclusive evidence concerning the nature of neural
codes of written Chinese. Two competing theories propose distinc-
tive cognitive strategies of Chinese character processing. The part-
based encoding hypothesis proposes that Chinese readers ﬁrst
identify each constituent component of the character form (strokes
or radicals) and then spatially combine the intermediate sub-lexi-
cal representations from different positions into a coherent visual
character form (Ding, Peng, & Taft, 2004; Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009;
Taft & Zhu, 1997; Taft, Zhu, & Peng, 1999). The majority of evidence
for position-speciﬁc radical representations might come from the
priming effect of common radicals in the same spatial position
reported in earlier behavioral studies (Ding et al., 2004; Taft
Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm. (A) Exemplar stimuli. For illustration purpose, overlapping peripheral contour and central conﬁguration, deﬁned as the common position-
speciﬁc sub-character components in the corresponding spatial location, are marked in red and green respectively. As for the Oddball Condition, the pseudo-character is
marked in blue. (B) Single trial procedure.
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might result from basic visual feature similarities, namely the
highly similar local orientation, textural pattern and global visual
contour, between characters sharing the same component, rather
than the partially overlapping neural representations of characters
which might also facilitate character recognition yet on the later
language cognitive stage (Dehaene et al., 2004a; Dehaene et al.,
2004b). The holistic encoding hypothesis proposes that Chinese
characters, despite their diverse stroke patterns, are holistically
encoded as a whole perceptual unit involving no independent,
intermediate representations of sub-character components
(Dehaene et al., 2005; Liu & Perfetti, 2003; Tan et al., 2000;
Wong et al., 2012). In support of this idea, previous studies have
revealed Chinese-speciﬁc engagement of the right visual cortex
in addition to its left hemisphere counterpart (Cao et al., 2009;
Liu et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2000), which has been shown essential
for holistic processing (Kosslyn et al., 1993; Smith et al., 1995).
However, the exact functional role of right visual cortex in charac-
ter recognition remains unclear because this brain system might
also be involved in coordination and integration of multiple visual
objects given its essential contribution to visuospatial processing
(Clements et al., 2006; Corballis, 2003; Ng et al., 2000). Hence,
the inherent cognitive mechanism underlying Chinese character
recognition remains largely elusive and controversial.
A convincing approach to address this question is to examine
the neuronal tuning patterns to character form variations. If Chi-
nese character forms are encoded as the spatial combination of
individual parts, we would predict the involvement of neuronal
populations that are selectively tuned to sub-character compo-
nents in character recognition, leading to similar neural represen-
tations of characters with common radicals. Alternatively, if
Chinese character forms are holistically encoded, we would predict
highly selective neuronal tuning to whole characters in the
absence of sensitivity to sub-character components, causing dis-
tinctive neural activation patterns for different characters regard-
less of their physical commonalities. Experimentally, the fMRI
fast-adaptation paradigm can be employed to quantify neural rep-
resentation similarity by capitalizing on the activation reduction in
neuronal groups processing stimuli with similar features, i.e. neu-
ral adaptation. In this paradigm, the amplitude of BOLD signal
evoked by two sequentially presented stimuli (referred to as prime
and target respectively) is taken as a measure of neural represen-
tation similarity between the two stimuli, where less activity over-
all suggests more similar neural representations (Grill-Spector &
Malach, 2001). Adaptation is a general property of almost all neural
systems, which reﬂects the tuning selectivity of individual or
columnar neurons and thus allows for the probing of underlying
neural codes (Drucker & Aguirre, 2009; Epstein & Morgan, 2012).
For the past decade, this technique has been extensively used in
revelation of the neural representations of various objects typesin the primate visual system (Jiang et al., 2006; Kourtzi &
Kanwisher, 2001; Ostwald, Lam, Li, & Kourtzi, 2008).
In the current study, native Chinese readers performed a visual
detection task on paired Chinese characters in the scanner, which
required them to respond to illegal characters as soon as possible.
The experimental design involved 4 conditions of interest: (1)
‘‘Periphery”, in which the paired characters shared the same
peripheral contour but differed in central conﬁguration. (2) ‘‘Cen-
ter”, in which the two characters had the same central conﬁgura-
tion but different peripheral contours. (3) ‘‘Identical”, in which
the same character was presented twice, (4) ‘‘Different”, in which
there was no visual similarity between the two characters
(Fig. 1A). The ﬁrst two conditions were included for systematic
manipulation of the character form similarity because for partially
identical characters, physical overlap might be located either in the
visual boundary separating the character from the background or
the central conﬁguration that precisely determines the character
identity, while the last two conditions served as the upper and
the lower reference points respectively for the neural adaptation
effects of partially identical characters. Moreover, we included an
additional ‘‘Oddball” condition in which a real character was cou-
pled with a pseudo-character (oddball) to enable the task. Regional
BOLD signal change relative to ﬁxation baseline was calculated for
each primary condition. Given its essential involvement in Chinese
character recognition reported in previous studies, we placed our
primary interest in the bilateral visual cortex (Cao et al., 2010;
Liu et al., 2012; Siok, Perfetti, Jin, & Tan, 2004; Siok, Spinks, Jin, &
Tan, 2009; Tan et al., 2000). However, we did not speciﬁcally focus
on any speciﬁc regions within the visual system, e.g. the ventral
occipital–temporal area, as our goal was to examine the processing
of Chinese characters more broadly across the visual cortex. We
predicted lowest signal for the Identical condition due to maximal
adaptation. Critically, if character recognition involves sub-charac-
ter representations, the signal amplitude will decrease to a lesser
degree for Periphery and Center conditions in comparison to the
Different condition due to adaptation effect induced by overlap-
ping sub-character parts, whereas for holistic neural codes, there
should be comparable signal amplitudes for the Periphery, Center
and Different conditions due to the absence of any adaptation
effect for similar but non-identical characters.2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
31 healthy, right-handed undergraduate students of South
China Normal University (14 females) aged from 18 to 22 with
no history of psychiatric and neurological disorders participated
in the experiment. Informed consents were obtained from all
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of the Ethics Committee of School of Psychology, South China Nor-
mal University. All participants were native Mandarin Chinese
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were
given pre-assessments to ensure Chinese reading proﬁciency. Prior
to the scanning, participants, unaware of the scope and the objec-
tive of the study, were briefed of the experimental protocols and
task instructions. Data from two participants was not included in
statistical analyses due to excessive head motion (>5 mm in trans-
lation, >0.5 degrees in rotation) or brain structural abnormality. In
addition, we further excluded another two participants from group
analyses for insufﬁcient discriminability (A0 < 0.9, see Section 3).
After the experiment, all participants received modest monetary
compensation for completing the experiment and a bonus based
on their task performance.
2.2. Stimuli and task
All real character stimuli were common modern Chinese char-
acters (simpliﬁed) selected from the SUBTLEX-CH-CHR Database
(Mean Frequency = 304.28 per million) (Cai & Brysbaert, 2010).
Each primary condition included 48 pairs of non-overlapping char-
acters that were divided into 2 equal-sized sets. Moreover, we
expanded the stimuli sets by exchanging the positions of prime
and target characters to control for the possible order confounds,
which resulted in a total of 4 sets of 24 character pairs for each
condition. For the primary conditions other than ‘‘Identical”, all
prime/target pairs were phonologically and semantically unrelated
to avoid possible phonological or semantic priming effects. For
instance, character pairs such as ‘?’(fei1, rash) -‘?’(fei3, bandit) or
‘?’(ma3, horse) -‘?’(niu3, cow) would not be included due to com-
mon phonemes in the former and taxonomic overlap in the latter.
Moreover, there was no difference in either visual complexity
(measured both in stroke count: F(2,141) = 0.18, p = 0.838 or radical
count F(2,141) = 0.20, p = 0.821) or character frequency
(F(2,141) = 0.09, p = 0.911). Likewise, the Oddball condition included
4 sets of 8 real-pseudo character pairs. The pseudo-characters
(oddball stimuli) were created by combining radicals from differ-
ent real characters orthographically. To measure visual similarity
between paired characters, we tentatively developed a novel char-
acter form similarity index (CFSI). CFSI is based on the assumption
that character form similarity increases with the ratio of overlap-
ping location-speciﬁc sub-character components between charac-
ters, which is calculated as: (C/C1 + C/C2)/2, where C is the stroke
count of overlapping sub-character components in both characters
while C1 and C2 refer to the total stroke count of each character
respectively. In the current context, a sub-character component
might refer to a radical or an individual stroke (in the case of sim-
ple characters), which are labeled as either Center or Periphery.
The sub-components with the same label between both characters
are then taken as the overlapping location-speciﬁc components.
The value of CFSI is normalized with respect to the stroke count
of each character, which ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 suggests dis-
tinctive characters without any structural commonalities and 1
indicates identical characters. There is no statistical difference
between Center and Periphery conditions (two-sample t = 0.994,
p = 0.325), suggest that there is no similarity difference between
the two partially overlapping character conditions, which is consis-
tent with our experimental design. To minimize potential bias
attention to either stimulus position, we balanced the speciﬁc posi-
tion of the visual oddball such that in half the stimuli pairs the
oddball appeared in the prime position. During the scan, subjects
performed a visual oddball detection task, which was designed to
ensure maximal attention to the character stimuli while minimiz-
ing task-related confounds on the BOLD signal pertaining to the
contrasts of interest. In this task, participants were instructed toview each of the sequentially presented characters carefully and
make a right-ﬁnger response to any illegal characters they
detected. To avoid possible attention bias to the prime and the tar-
get stimuli, the illegal characters appeared as the primes in half of
the oddball trials.
2.3. Experimental procedure
All stimuli and instructions were presented using E-Prime soft-
ware (http://www.pstnet.com/products/e-prime/) and viewed by
participants through a mirror mounted on the head coil. Characters
were displayed in Song font (80 font size, 100 ppi), with an approx-
imate size of 3 degrees of visual angle per character in the scanner.
Prior to the experiment, participants received a practicing session
during which they familiarized themselves with the task proce-
dures. There were 4 experimental sessions in total. Each session
included a total of 104 trials comprising one stimuli set for each
of the 5 conditions. In a single trial, the prime character was pre-
sented for 300 ms followed by a 400 ms blank screen and then
the target character that also lasted for 300 ms; these presentation
times and spacing have been used in previous reading studies
using fMRI short-interval adaptation (Crinion et al., 2006; Glezer
et al., 2009). To ensure that participants would be comfortable with
this timing scheme, we conducted a pilot study on another group
of native Chinese students (n = 6, 4 females) from the same univer-
sity performing the same task, who reported no excessive task-
related difﬁculty and achieved satisfactory performance (Mean
A0 = 0.958). Consecutive trials were separated by inter-stimuli-
intervals ranging from 3000 ms to 5000 ms. Stimuli pairs were pre-
sented in a balanced order such that each type was followed
equally often by all conditions of interest. To further improve the
design efﬁciency, the temporal arrangement of the trials was opti-
mized using the genetic algorithm approach (Wager & Nichols,
2003).
2.4. MRI acquisition
Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Trio
scanner with 12-channel phase array head coil. Functional images
were obtained in 4 scanning runs using T2*-weighted echo planner
imaging (EPI) sequence (Parameters: TE = 30 ms; TR = 2000 ms;
ﬂip angle = 90; acquisition matrix size = 64 * 64; FOV = 192 mm).
Functional images were collected from 4 rapid event-related scan-
ning sessions of approximately 8 min, each of which was com-
prised of 35 interleaved axial slices (3.5 mm thickness, 0.5 mm
gap). In addition, a T1-weighted high-resolution structural image
was acquired for each participant using 3D MPRAGE sequence
(voxel size 1  1  1 mm3).
2.5. MRI data analyses
All MRI data analyses were performed using Statistical Paramet-
ric Mapping (SPM8, http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For each
subject, the ﬁrst 4 volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equili-
bration. Functional images were temporally corrected to the mid-
dle slice, spatially realigned, co-registered to the high-resolution
T1-weighted structural image, normalized to the standard T1 tem-
plate volume (MNI) and resampled with voxel size of
2  2  2 mm3. The data were then smoothed with an isotropic
6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
At single participant level, the hemodynamic responses associ-
ated with the primary experimental conditions (Identical, Differ-
ent, Center, Periphery) were modeled by convolving the
canonical Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF) implemented
in SPM8 with a boxcar function. Only correct trials were included.
Error real trials and Oddball trials were modeled together as the
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parameters estimated during the realignment procedure were also
included in the model as covariates of no interest. A high-pass ﬁlter
with a cut-off period of 128 s was applied to the spatially
smoothed data to remove the low frequency noise.
Group level t-statistic map was obtained by combining the par-
ticipant-speciﬁc summary statistics using random-effects analyses,
which should reﬂect the maximal neural adaptation effect in brain
regions sensitive to character form variations (Peak level:
p < 0.0001 uncorrected, Cluster level: p < 0.05 FWE corrected).
Functional regions of interest (ROIs) were deﬁned for each subject
based on the supra-threshold clusters on the group contrast map
using a Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation procedure. In brief, this
procedure iteratively deﬁnes the ROI for each subject by based
on the group contrast results obtained from all the other subjects
such that data extracted from ROI is not biased by the selection
procedure (Esterman, Tamber-Rosenau, Chiu, & Yantis, 2010).
Sub-cluster ROIs for bilateral inferior occipital gyrus and ventral
occipitotemporal cortex were delineated based on the anatomical
division of each cluster. Mean percent signal change (PSC) pertain-
ing to each primary condition was extracted in each ROI for each
participant (Poldrack, Mumford, & Nichols, 2011). Statistical anal-
yses were conducted on the PSCs using paired t-tests with Bonfer-
roni correction for multiple pair-wise comparisons (a < 0.05).
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral results
To provide an unbiased estimation of participants’ character
recognition performance, the Discriminability Index A0 was com-
puted for each subject to measure the ability of distinguishing
pseudo foils from real characters as: A0 ¼ 0:5þ 0:25
sign H  FAð Þ HFAð Þ2þ HFAj jmax HFAð ÞHFA, where H and FA stand for hit rate and
false alarm rate respectively. Unlike the d0 measure in early Signal
Detection Theory, A0 is a non-parametric measure free from the
stringent assumptions of normality and equal variance, which
ranges from 0.5 to 1 where a higher value indicates better discrim-
ination performance (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). Overall, the par-
ticipants exhibited high discriminability (Mean ± SEM =
0.945 ± 0.005), suggesting that the character stimuli were identi-
ﬁed and processed effectively by participants throughout the
experiment. To minimize task related confounds on BOLD signal,
we applied a strict criterion of A0 > 0.9 which corresponds to almost
ﬂawless performance (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2009) and excluded two
participants accordingly.
3.2. Neural sensitivity to Chinese characters in bilateral visual cortex
Regions involved in neural representation of Chinese characters
were identiﬁed by the linear contrast of Different versus Identical
under a relatively liberal whole-brain threshold (Peak level:
p < 0.0001, uncorrected). As previously discussed, the repeated
presentation of the same character should induce maximal neural
adaptation effects in regions sensitive to character forms, causing
weakest BOLD signal change intensity, while the distinctive char-
acter forms should elicit strongest signal due to minimal neuronal
response similarity. Hence, the comparison between Different and
Identical conditions thus revealed brain regions containing the
neuronal populations tuned to any degree of character forms vari-
ation. As expected, signiﬁcant difference in BOLD signal amplitudes
was found in bilateral ventral visual cortex. To account for inﬂation
of false positive error rates due to multiple comparisons, we
applied the more conservative topological Family-Wise-Error
(FWE) correction on cluster size (p < 0.05), which yielded 4functional clusters bilaterally located in the inferior occipital gyrus
and ventral occipitotemporal cortex covering fusiform gyrus and a
small portion of inferiotemporal gyrus (MNI coordinates and t-val-
ues of the regional peaks in both hemispheres, inferior occipital L:
[34,86,12], t = 7.34; R: [32,84,9], t = 7.03), ventral occipi-
totemporal L: [42,44,20], t = 9.72; R: [42,52,24],
t = 8.10). Hence, the neural sensitivity to Chinese character form
variations we observed in these regions suggest that bilateral ven-
tral visual cortex might contain neuronal populations encoding the
visual form of written Chinese, which was consistent with previous
ﬁndings of its essential functional contribution to character recog-
nition process.3.3. Holistic neural coding of Chinese character forms
To investigate the inherent neural response similarity patterns
pertaining to the four types of paired characters, we conducted
the Regions of Interest (ROI) Analyses on the sub-cluster anatom-
ical ROIs based on the functional clusters surviving the whole
brain FWE cluster extent correction (p < 0.05), which corre-
sponded to a threshold of 154 voxels (see Section 2). In order to
avoid non-independence of statistical tests, i.e. ‘‘double dipping”,
the ROIs were deﬁned on the contrast of Identical and Different)
using an Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation procedure (Esterman
et al., 2010; Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009),
a widely accepted approach that has been demonstrated effective
in tackling the ‘‘double-dipping” problem at the minimal cost of
statistical power. Critically, results of the paired t-test in all ROIs
revealed signiﬁcant neural adaptation effects of Identical condi-
tion compared to the Center and Periphery conditions while there
were no signiﬁcant difference across the Different, Contour and
Periphery conditions (Fig. 2 and Table A.1), indicating comparably
dissimilar neural representations of totally and partially distinc-
tive characters. Taken collectively, the consistency of neural sim-
ilarity patterns in all functional ROIs suggested that in both
hemispheres, neuronal populations in ventral visual cortex are
exclusively tuned to whole characters rather than sub-character
components.4. Discussion
We characterized the neuronal tuning patterns to Chinese char-
acter form variations by comparing the similarity of neural activity
pertaining to paired characters of different visual similarity
degrees using fMRI fast-adaptation paradigm. We identiﬁed robust
neural adaptation for repetitions of whole characters in the
absence of any adaptation effects for repeated sub-character com-
ponents in bilateral ventral visual cortex, suggesting that charac-
ters are encoded as unique, integral entities regardless of their
physical overlap in the literate Chinese brain. Our ﬁndings revealed
the holistic nature of the bilateral neural code of visual Chinese
character forms, which present a fundamental contrast to the
left-lateralized, simple-to-complex alphabetic word representation
in terms of both functional anatomical regions and local neuronal
activity patterns.
In line with previous ﬁndings, we identiﬁed the central role of
bilateral visual cortex in Chinese character recognition, as reﬂected
by the neural adaptation effect of identical characters in compari-
son to distinctive characters in bilateral inferior occipital gyrus and
ventral occipitotemporal cortex. Our ﬁndings are consistent with
the character-speciﬁc brain activations in extrastriate cortex
revealed by contrasting the brain activity induced by Chinese char-
acters to that induced by written Pinyin symbols (Chen, Fu, Iversen,
Smith, & Matthews, 2002) or checkerboard stimulus (Liu et al.,
2008) as a visual baseline. Functionally, it has been proposed that
Fig. 2. Neural sensitivity to character form variations observed in bilateral visual cortex (Whole Brain voxel-wise threshold: p < 0.0001 uncorrected, cluster-wise threshold:
p < 0.05 FWE corrected). Supra-threshold functional clusters are delineated with colored circles and statistical analyses results of sub-cluster ROIs are presented in the
corresponding color boxes. Numeric coordinates indicate the location of cluster peaks in the stereotactic MNI space. Note that there is no difference in neural sensitivity to
Center or Periphery stimuli in comparison with Different stimuli in any region, including the left fusiform region (bottom left) located approximately in the same area as the
putative visual word form area described previously in alphabetic language studies (Dehaene and Cohen, 2011). Error bars represent within-subject SEM. Signiﬁcance:
**p < 0.001; ***p < 0.0001; n.s. not signiﬁcant.
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network for reading Chinese scripts (Wang, Han, He, Liu, & Bi,
2012), whose structural and functional abnormality is intrinsically
related to reading difﬁculty in Chinese children (Liu et al., 2013;
Siok et al., 2009). Left fusiform gyrus is commonly involved in writ-
ten symbol recognition across different language systems, whereas
processing Chinese characters additionally engages its right homo-
log (Nelson, Liu, Fiez, & Perfetti, 2009) whose functional maturity is
crucial for reading development in Chinese (Cao et al., 2010).
Inferotemporal cortex plays a pivotal role in the primate ventral
visual system, which is essential for effective recognition of visual
objects (Hung, Kreiman, Poggio, & DiCarlo, 2005; Kriegeskorte
et al., 2008) including written Chinese symbols (Li, Jin, & Tan,
2004; Tan, Laird, Li, & Fox, 2005; Tan et al., 2000). More impor-
tantly, the regional activation peaks in inferotemporal gyrus and
fusiform gyrus are located in the same functional cluster that cov-
ers the ventral occipitotemporal cortex. In particular, the ventral
occipitotemporal activation peak in the left hemisphere approxi-
mates the typical putative VWFA location (Cohen et al., 2002;
Kronbichler et al., 2004). This not only suggests that the ventral
occipitotemporal regions might serve in union as a part of the cor-
tical system mediating holistic representation of visual character
forms in the literate Chinese brain, but also highlights their univer-
sal involvement in written symbol recognition across different lan-
guage systems. To summarize, the functional recruitment of these
regions during written Chinese processing and the character formsensitivity in the local neuronal populations converge on the cru-
cial involvement of the bilateral ventral visual pathways in encod-
ing Chinese character forms.
Critically, unlike the left-lateralized functional hierarchy of
alphabetic word recognition (Dehaene et al., 2004a; Dehaene
et al., 2004b; Vinckier et al., 2007), we found that neuronal popu-
lations spanning from the posterior to anterior ventral visual cor-
tex bilaterally were uniformly tuned to whole characters yet
remained insensitive to any sub-character variations, suggesting
holistic neural representation of Chinese characters. Notably, the
Chinese-speciﬁc holistic character representation is compatible
with the Psycholinguistic Grain Size theory which postulates that
the key of reading proﬁciency is connecting the phonological units
and the orthographical units sharing the same grain size to allow
for an effective mapping fromwritten symbols to their correspond-
ing sound forms (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). In alphabetic lan-
guages, letters are regularly convertible to single phonemes, e.g.
the initial letter of ‘beach’ to /b/, whereas in Chinese, the symbol-
sound connection is established between whole characters and
monosyllables because the phonology of written Chinese is deﬁned
at the syllabic level (Siok et al., 2004), From this perspective, the
part-based approach is functionally infeasible for Chinese charac-
ter recognition due to the lack of systematic correspondence
between sub-character components and sound-sized segments,
as a result of which ﬂuent Chinese readers might resort to holistic
approach for more efﬁcient symbol-sound mapping.
Table A.1
Statistical results of sub-cluster anatomical ROIs.
Side Region Per vs. Ide Cen vs. Ide Dif vs. Ide Dif vs. Per Dif vs. Cen Per vs. Cen
Left Inferior occipital
t 7.91 5.38 6.23 1.45 0.26 1.60
p 2.18  10–8 7.26  106 1.38  106 0.16 0.80 0.12
Ventral occipitotemporal
t 7.08 6.86 7.89 0.22 0.46 0.76
p 1.6  107 2.8  107 2.3  108 0.83 0.65 0.45
Right Inferior occipital
t 5.44 3.52 5.55 0.40 1.30 1.48
p 1.05  105 1.6  103 7.9  106 0.69 0.20 0.15
Ventral occipitotemporal
t 6.94 5.82 7.47 1.15 0.42 1.88
p 2.3  107 3.9  107 6.3  109 0.26 0.68 0.07
Notations: Per = Periphery; Cen = Center; Ide = Identical; Dif = Different; a = 0.01 after Bonferroni Correction.
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the cognitive origin of the holistic neural code of written Chinese.
Developmentally, Chinese children are frequently exposed to sim-
ple characters with a few strokes at the early stage of language
acquisition, which are recognized in a holistic manner as integral
entities. As a result, the accumulation of holistic visual processing
expertise might in turn shape the tuning patterns of the corre-
sponding neuronal populations, leading to selective tuning to
whole characters in literate Chinese brain akin to the sensitivity
to single letters and sub-lexical letter combinations in alphabetic
readers (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2005;
McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003). On the other hand, it has
been proposed that the sensitivity to word fragments is important
to alphabetic reading, during which neuronal detectors have
become more dedicated to frequent sub-lexical structures that
are useful to encode existing words as a result of exposure to
printed scripts and adaptive learning process (Baker et al., 2007;
Dehaene et al., 2005; Vinckier et al., 2007). Taken collectively, we
tentatively propose that the holistic character representation
might be best explained by the visual processing experience gained
from frequent exposure to simple characters in the early learning
phase. Moreover, the discrepant neural coding of written symbols
might universally originate in the neuroplastic change driven by
learning experience.
Despite the whole-character tuning effect that indicates holistic
character form representations, we could not completely rule out
the theoretical possibility that a part-based encoding neural mech-
anism of Chinese characters does exist but is somewhat difﬁcult to
be detected by the fMRI adaption technique. However, the highly
evident difference between Identical and the other three condi-
tions observed in the current study suggests that the fMRI fast
adaptation technique is capable of capturing the neural sensitivity
to character form variations. In addition, fMRI fast adaptation tech-
nique has been demonstrated effective in capturing neural activity
pattern changes in response to subtle stimulus changes (Grill-
Spector & Malach, 2001). Hence, we proposed that the size of
sub-character component tuning effect, even if it exists, is not com-
parable to the whole character tuning effect and thus unlikely to
reﬂect a part-based neural code. Another potential concern is that
the observed neural adaptation effect was possibly induced by the
repeated retrieval of the same phonological and semantic content
that was irrelevant for character form processing. However, we
deemed this situation unlikely in practice for two reasons: Firstly,
the oddball detection task does not require any phonological and
semantic retrieval. Hence, the implicit phonological and semantic
priming effects, if any, were minor in comparison to the ortho-
graphic priming effect (Glezer et al., 2009). Moreover, previous
neuroimaging ﬁndings have identiﬁed several cortical regions that
are typically involved in phonological and semantic processing inChinese, including left middle frontal gyrus, left inferior frontal
cortex and left inferior parietal lobule (Cao et al., 2009; Siok, Jin,
Fletcher, & Tan, 2003; Siok et al., 2004). If our visual oddball detec-
tion task automatically triggers implicit phonological and semantic
processing, a logical prediction is that at least one of these critical
regions would exhibit similar neural adaptation effects. However,
this is not observed in our imaging results. Therefore, we con-
cluded that the observed neural pattern is more likely to reﬂect
representational similarity of visual character forms rather than
other irrelevant linguistic features.
In conclusion, we found that in contrast to alphabetic words,
written Chinese are encoded holistically by the neuronal popula-
tions in bilateral ventral visual cortex, indicating cultural con-
straints on the neurobiological basis of language processing.
Notably, the discrepant neural mechanisms underlying written
symbol recognition in parallel to the language-speciﬁc symbol-
sound correspondence might share a universal cognitive origin.
Future efforts should be directed to closer scrutiny of the possible
relationship between holistic character form representations and
Chinese reading ability.Appendix A
See Table A.1.Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found,
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